The long term goals of this project are to predict waves, currents, sediment transport and morphological development in the nearshore ocean with accuracy and efficiency.
OBJECTIVES
The technological objectives of this project are to investigate the mechanics of wave-driven flow on complex topographies. Specifically, we are examining the occurrence, forms, and detailed causes of flow instabilities over complex topographies; the influence of three dimensional topographical features on large scale flow features, and the forms and utility of simplified expressions in predicting flows.
APPROACH
The technical approach used here differs for the different sub-goals. The study of wave-driven flow instabilities over varying topographies uses tangent nonlinearities about steady base flows to derive a large stability matrix which is solved for stable and unstable eigenvalues. This may be thought of as extending the body work on shear waves over the past two decades (Holman and Bowen, 1989; Dodd et al., 2000; etc.) to more complex rip current topographies, and with more complex hydrodynamics including wave-current interaction. This work is largely being performed by the PI Kennedy and PhD student Yang Zhang.
The study of three dimensional topographic features on large scale flow patterns is a combination of theoretical and laboratory work. Theoretical work uses generation of circulation arguments combined with vortex dynamics to examine the influence of topographic features on wave driven vorticity transport and the overall flow features. This is compared with existing laboratory data to assess the accuracy of predictions and to describe overall regimes for three dimensional flow based on geometrical and wave parameters. This work is largely being performed by the PI Kennedy in concert with Dr. K. Haas of Georgia Tech and Dr. M. Brocchini of the University of Genoa, Italy, and their students. The study of simplified methods for predicting wave-driven nearshore flows uses a scaling approach: comparing dimensionless parameter groups suggested by theory with laboratory, field and computational data. This work is just underway, and relies on data provided by Kennedy, Haas, and E. Thornton, NPS. Other collaborators providing data are likely to emerge in the future.
WORK COMPLETED
Stability studies are the most complete portion of this project. A new solver has been coded to analyze the stability of wave-driven currents over arbitrary topography, and has been applied to a variety of wave conditions and topographies. Initial efforts have concentrated on topographies likely to cause rip currents, as these are known from laboratory and field studies to be prone to strong instabilities, while continuing work will examine flows intermediate between rip currents and longshore currents. Figure  1 shows a typical rip current example with the base velocity field, and underlying topography. While the unstable jet mode is a classic vorticity driven instability, different unstable modes exist for small waves and weak currents which are entirely due to wave-current interaction, and disappear in its absence. The stability analysis is particularly good at analyzing this type of system as it can separate the changes in mean forcing from wave-current interaction from the stability effects. Figure 3 shows snapshots of the fastest growing wave-current mode, as it is denoted. It appears much like a jet mode, but is forced by the feedback between velocity fluctuations in the jet and the resulting current refraction of incoming waves and breaking patterns, which then amplify the initially small current fluctuations and so on. Work completed on three dimensional topographic features and their effects on wave driven flows has concentrated on an existing series of laboratory tests of wave-induced currents using identical wave forcing over several different topographies. Results have shown that for these maximum current velocities are quite insensitive to the ratio of bar length/rip channel width, while being strongly affected by wave properties. Figure 4 shows examples of wave-driven flow for very wide and relatively narrow rip channels with identical wave inputs. Although overall patterns are quite different, maximum longshore and cross-shore velocities are quite similar, which may prove quite helpful for predicting flows when detailed field bathymetries are not known. 
RESULTS
For the work on the stability of wave-driven flow, there are several significant results:
• Vorticity-driven antisymmetric and symmetric instabilities are found for a wide range of moderate and strong rip currents. These may be thought of either as an oscillating jet (Haller and Dalrymple, 2001) , or as an oscillating circulation cell (MacMahan et al., 2003) .
• Instabilities exist for low strength rip currents that are entirely dependent on wave-current interaction. Their basic mechanism is a feedback between rip jet oscillations and the resulting changes in wave breaking patterns. This is entirely different from classic vorticity-driven instabilities.
• The stability or instability of a wave-driven nearshore circulation cell is strongly dependent on bottom frictional dissipation. This reinforces previous findings for shear waves on longshore uniform topographies.
